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My internship held at PRIVACY APPLIED, Lebanon consisted on migrating essential data from PRIVACY APPLIED Web Application to Salesforce.com cloud-based CRM\(^1\), that is to minimize the amount of ambiguities and duplication of data between these two systems.

I explored PRIVACY APPLIED Web application infrastructure including its database and core architecture, therefore delimited the type of development to proceed with creating a new workflow and UML\(^2\) diagrams to abide to.

I have followed the execution life-cycle and therefore developed the required java batches and stored procedures to get the data from the application. Furthermore, I conducted a background research in order to get a closer look to the market to know what are the emerging solution used for synchronization between the existing systems.

I have gained extreme development experience while learning Apex, the #1 on-demand programming language in the world[1], used in Salesforce.com CRM. I also have developed my analytical experience while using SOQL, an object-oriented querying language.

I succeeded on developing the requirements and satisfied the objectives, putting together all the researches and results that I have carried out during the internship period in a team-work professional environment where we enjoyed working on new high-tech products and services in the cloud computing concept, the next generation of the internet world.

---

1 Customer relationship management (CRM) is all about managing the relationships with customers — It involves using technology to organize, automate, and synchronize business processes [2].

2 Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized general-purpose modeling language in the field of object-oriented software engineering. The standard is managed, and was created by the Object Management Group[3].

---
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1 INTRODUCTION

The work placement is an essential step for an engineering student as it leverages personal potential strengths starting by analysis and theoretical studies, through development and testing. I have also followed these steps throughout the internship period since there was no existing solutions, hence I elaborated my work starting by the analysis background research and studies, through the development and validation phase.

There are many advantages for the student that could be derived from this work, some of which are intellectual where the students implement all the theories that they have learnt, and other communicational, for whom the students learn how to deal with real issues in the software development life-cycle.

My work consisted first on getting familiar with the company's main products and services, and then migrate them into a cloud-based CRM. This was not an easy task as I had to get hands-on coding on an application that has been in development for several years which was conducted on ColdFusion, an unfamiliar programming language for me. To solve this problematic, I had to do an efficient analysis on both the database infrastructure and the source code with the help of PRIVACY APPLIED team.

As a second step, I conducted a background research that abides to the restrictions that the company has imposed and therefore successfully found Apatar, an Open Source Integration solution that maps data from a system to another. In the same context, I went further to list the diagrams and the succession of what I expect from the java project to give as output.

After finishing from the analysis and research part, I started developing the stored procedures to get the data from PRIVACY APPLIED. Consequently I developed a java project in Eclipse IDE to execute the stored procedures to deliver the result as the XML to map it to Salesforce.com CRM. I used Apatar to map all the required fields using join and transform operations.

In the midst of the development process, I have learned to develop pages and classes using Apex programming language[4] from scratch which was rather an intermediate task to achieve since it was a new programming language for me knowing that the resources were well documented.
2 CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES

2.1 Internship context

The internship is held at PRIVACY APPLIED in Berytech - Mansourieh (Mkalles), Lebanon.

PRIVACY APPLIED is the tech division of PRIVACY APPLIED the leader in electronic catalogue B2B solutions and data interchange between suppliers and distributors has over 400 customers, more than 1,000 leads and 2,000 users.

PRIVACY APPLIED was established in 1999 at Geneva. Its activity is centered on the management of product information and digitization of product and tariff data interchanges between the suppliers and their customers.

PRIVACY APPLIED is an active member of organizations that publish GS1 standards. It had its first catalogue certified by GS1 in 2002 and has renewed its qualified tool certification in 2008.

![Figure 1 - PRIVACY APPLIED Web Application](image)

2.2 Company identity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>PRIVACY APPLIED — Lebanon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>Lebanese — Swiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>PRIVACY APPLIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>PRIVACY APPLIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Mar roukoz, Mkalles, Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logo</td>
<td>PRIVACY APPLIED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2 - PRIVACY APPLIED identity](image)
2.3 Organization chart

![Organization chart of PRIVACY APPLIED](image)

**Figure 3 - Organization chart of PRIVACY APPLIED**

I have joined the development team under the direct supervision of PRIVACY APPLIED. My work involved testing on database of PRIVACY APPLIED, therefore I also reported to PRIVACY APPLIED to manage the stored procedures. In a global manner they have both explained me the database architecture, the workflow of PRIVACY APPLIED.
Web Application, the development of the java batch from scratch and to further document all my work in a professional way.

### 2.4 Services and activities

In order to provide the best service to its customers, the company is organized around 2 interactive centers working together. This bipolarity allows a globalized approach of product and tariff data management projects.

- **PRIVACY APPLIED**: A Computer Research & Development centre, comprising engineers devoting their knowledge and their skills to the "business" and having acquired an expertise in the management of incoming XML messages and management rules.

- A Sales Development & Support centre with consultants who assist customers and users in their approaches on GDS projects & flow interchanges with their customers. To this centre is integrated the training department which, since almost 10 years, has been initiating and training our users and customers, for the principles of the GDS and digitized interchanges.

The services provided are shown as follows:

![Figure 4 - PRIVACY APPLIED Services](image)

These elements make **PRIVACY APPLIED** a recognized leader in its market as consultant to several companies (distributors and suppliers) on problems of the electronic catalogue and the GDS and data interchanges.
2.5 Functional specifications

*PRIVACY APPLIED* uses SalesForce CRM (SFDC: SalesForce Data Center) to store its knowledge base of all the clients, user clients, leads and prospects. This knowledge base includes follow-ups, emails, invoices, report management, excel sheets, etc.

Currently, all the data is being divided and stored in both *PRIVACY APPLIED* main application and SFDC which leads to undesirable errors of ambiguities and duplication.

The requirements are to maintain in one place, SFDC, the client information management in the most comprehensive way in turns of turnovers, daily use of *PRIVACY APPLIED* Application statistics and the various exchanges that takes place between the clients and *PRIVACY APPLIED*.

The main aspect of Salesforce.com is that it is the CRM that is "built for the cloud" which is the cloud computing concept of leveraging the power of delivering Software's, Platforms, Databases and Interfaces as a service which will make the data integrity more flexible, scalable and easy to use.

*PRIVACY APPLIED* support will use the Sales and Services Cloud provided by Salesforce.com CRM that will help me to handle and use the data synchronized to SFDC and visualize them like I want. An essential point to overview here is the data manipulation and statistical data that could be driven from SFDC such as automated data mining generation, report management for the client turnovers, total number of sheets per year and peruse.

On top of all of these products, comes Chatter, a real-time collaboration between SFDC users, this permits us to easily connect with people and discover new information you can use to make better decisions.

*Figure 5 - Salesforce.com CRM Platform*
2.6 Internship Objectives

PRIVACY APPLIED gives a codename for each project, therefore this PRIVACY APPLIED To Salesforce.com CRM project had the code name "PRIVACY APPLIED" with the following objectives:

2.6.1 Synchronization with SFDC for client details

PRIVACY APPLIED database holds global information about each user that should be mapped into SFDC with the following context.

- Transfers data following a unique direction: From PRIVACY APPLIED Web Application → SFDC.
- The clients are determined by a unique id entitled “PRIVACY APPLIED”, therefore this primary key will be used to synchronize the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRIVACY APPLIED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone fax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of call for offers received by year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Respond for offers by year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of GTIN proposed as promotional offers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6.2 Synchronization with SFDC for user details related with clients

The second part of the process will require a live synchronization from PRIVACY APPLIED to SFDC:

- Each client has 1 or multiple users.
- Each user has his own page and details.
- The user details related to the client should be chosen dynamically.

The data that should be transferred from the user table are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRIVACY APPLIED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone fax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relationship between client and user is 1-n and the main primary key/foreign key is the unique PRIVACY APPLIED field.
2.6.3 SFDC Invoice management

In order to explore the strong capability of Salesforce.com CRM, another objective for the internship was to initially develop from scratch a customized page for the invoice management.

The requirements for this page was to offer a well-formed representation of invoices divided into multiple sections and having:

- Type of invoice
- Type of document
- Status
- Amount
- Comments
- Start and End date

This page should also be available in the client page in a short-listed way where the sum of amounts should be automated and the invoice should be presented with a unique Number of document related to the client.

Finally all the synchronization and creation of pages should always be related with the client as it will be the main page where we could visualize the details of the users and invoice related to the client.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Billing type</th>
<th>Document type</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Start date</th>
<th>End date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edit</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>Invoice</td>
<td>1000 €</td>
<td>Payed 01/01/2011</td>
<td>01/01/2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 6 - SFDC invoice/billing management example*

2.7 Resources made available for the intern

PRIVACY APPLIED has equipped me with everything that I needed in order to complete my work, I list a few:

- A laptop equipped with the latest Software in order to run PRIVACY APPLIED Web application
- Access to the database and confidential information
- Documentation of the workflow of the company and its infrastructure
- A monthly budget to fulfill my daily needs
- Access to the official PRIVACY APPLIED account to Salesforce.com CRM
- The required data in order to run the synchronization
- Access to Salesforce.com CRM support in Switzerland and EMEA
- A fast internet connection
2.8 Time organization

In order to abide to the internship deadline, I have used Microsoft Office Project 2007 to set the following time sheet in order not to overflow any given task in a excessive manner therefore I have divided the tasks into two main parts: Analysis, where I review the existing application, and therefore make a background research on existing solutions. The second part is the development where I retain a specific workflow and try to implement it. I have divided these tasks in a chronological way, and both PRIVACY APPLIED, Director of PRIVACY APPLIED and PRIVACY APPLIED, my mentor, has been kept updated with the following:

![Time Sheet](image)

*Figure 7 - Time Sheet*

From the list of these tasks, we obtained Gantt chart which will help us to always keep us with my performance and progression regarding the global time due to accomplish the requirements. We can notice the connection between the tasks since there is always continuous development and documentation in order to tackle new solutions:

![Gantt Diagram](image)

*Figure 8 - Gantt Diagram*
2.9 Summary

In this part, I have first detailed the global context of the internship listing the hosting company details and identity. I have further detailed their existing web application and the way to incorporate it with their demands. Then I have explained the roles of the employees in PRIVACY APPLIED and the ways of my contributions pointing at the importance of the direct supervision and reporting to personals. I have also detailed the services and application that PRIVACY APPLIED offers and the ways of sanctioning the European market to deliver on-promise Product Data Management services and reliability.

I have also explained the internship subject which is to carry on through a synchronization process between PRIVACY APPLIED Web Application and Salesforce.com cloud-based CRM in order to remove disambiguation and duplicated data. From his part I have concluded the specific internship objectives listing all the requirements and constraints.

Finally, I have modularized the tasks organized by a chronological way to always be aware of the progress of my work and to identify the upcoming task to accomplish. From this part, I have followed the Gantt chart that helped me to follow the project schedule following the start and end date of each task.
3 PLANNING AND FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

In order to process with tackling problem solutions, I divided the steps that I followed into two main parts: Planning, where I will detail the benchmarking studies on the existing solutions for the synchronization and therefore propose a certain approach. The second part is design, where I will show how will I implement my workflow integration life-cycle and its back end processes equipped to help the whole synchronization to run smoothly.

3.1 Planning
To apply this synchronization, we needed to study the current solutions available in the market in order to choose the best solution or even create our own.

First I explored the ways to open a session with Salesforce.com CRM in order to transfer data, thus I found Web Services API, the utility that accepts REST and bulk API via SOAP messages.

From this idea, I have concluded that any new or existing solution should use this protocol in order to transfer data to the cloud.

After a detailed search on the top most used synchronization tool, I included the list of the most known stable solutions that are being used for synchronization in the following paragraph.

3.1.1 Background research
I have found more than 20 solutions for data synchronization between MS SQL Server 2005 and Salesforce.com CRM.

I have chosen to list the top 9 solutions following the given constraints from the hosting company, the constraints précised to choose the solution with the preferred following details:

- The most reviewable
- Online support
- Multi-platform
- Free to try
- Low cost
- Open source
- Takes into consideration SFDC requirements for implementation
- Well-known in the cloud-computing industry

Here is the list of the solutions that exist and abides to the mentioned constraints: